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View the ‘BIG PI
Planning is the key to success and it is
of course essential to communicate
developments on a continuous basis to
everyone concerned to ensure objectives
are achieved.
In a busy working environment it is
important reasons for amendments are
clearly understood whilst sight is not lost of
the overall objective or of the dependencies
attached to revised commitments.
The benefits of being able to visualise a
‘Big Picture’ constantly displaying the
current and projected status of all stages
of a plan has been recognised by countless
companies. However, it has proved elusive
to the P.C. user.
Although the computer is an important
planning instrument, when it comes to
presenting an overview Efficienta Planning
Display Systems lead the field. The system is
specifically designed to create an informative
‘Big Picture’ that is easily updated to clearly
display the shifting status of a plan.
The system consists of robust interlocking
panels and ingenious magnetic signals
manufactured to exacting standards enabling
displays to be easily produced to suit all
locations from Boardroom to Workshop.
The flexibility of the system ensures it
will easily adapt to meet your specific
requirements and provide an effective
solution to creating that elusive ‘Big Picture’.

■ Displays a constant working summary of
shifting milestones, deadlines and key
events contained within a group of
interdependent activities.
■ Clearly portrays all participants ongoing
commitments and achievements.
■ Produces a distinct visual representation of
the efficiency and clear thought process
within a department.
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at a glance

A system to suit all requirements. Select from a range
of boxed standard boards or create a display using the
modular system. Wall mounted or free standing.

Ingenious magnetic textplates have a profiled rear section
that firmly locates onto the ribbed display. To reposition
simply slide along the chosen planning line. Textplates
snap cleanly to size to align with pre-gridded surface.

■ Robust interlocking modular panels
enable displays of any size to be
created.
■ Ingenious magnetic signals create
impressive displays suitable for all
locations from Boardroom to Workshop.
■ Product Specialists are available to assist
in selecting the system to suit your
requirements.

Write on – wipe off reusable text plates and pre-cut rod
signals available in four sizes and twelve colours.
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A PROFESSIONAL DISPLAY SYSTEM
IN FOUR EASY STAGES

MODULAR PANELS: Interlocking metal panels in ten
or twenty cm width are available in 180, 120 & 60 line
heights each with horizontal 1 cm increments that can
be subdivided as required.

INDEX PANELS: Choose either a card or standard
Index panel both designed to slide across the face of
the display allowing individual lines of information to
be easily tracked.

WALL TRACKING: Modular sets of double tracked
wall rails (front track for sliding index) available in
three standard lengths.

MAGNETIC SIGNALS: Select from reusable magnetic
text plates, that have a wipe clean writing surface and
simply snap to size or pre-cut rod signals.

For further information or to arrange a visit by a System Specialist contact:

